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P115W-F2 






Be the first to review this product 
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Stratoliners and Roadliners. 

Plug-n-Play for the upper Hi-beam headlight bulb.






Availability:
In stock



SKU P115W-F2






$129.95 



















 





Do you have LED headlamp?


-- Please Select --
No 
Yes +
$12.95
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Details 




P115W-F2
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P115W-F2 is designed specifically for the Stratoliner and Roadliner motorcycles. It plugs in-line with 2-pin harness connectors. As shown here.

[image: F2-access]

It's slim enough to fit inside the headlight nacelle.

MAX power rating is 115 watts. DO NOT EXCEED! 

P115W-F2 circuit modulates the hi-beam current - from 100% ON to about 17% OFF. This is accomplished by using a p-channel MOSFET, which is inherently safe; the MOSFET is designed to fail in the ON state. For additional safety, the circuits DO NOT utilize the lo-beam whatsoever! 



Programmable Daylight Sensor

[image: F2-install]

P115W-F2 comes with a detachable daylight sensor, which simply plugs into the pathBlazer. The daylight sensor functions as a switch; it stops modulation when it cannot see enough daylight. Since the internal circuitry is controlled by a microprocessor, it allows for customizable features.

3-Click Programming:If you turn the high beam on and then turn the ignition on three times quickly, the sequence is interpreted as an active command to change the sensitivity. Software version v.823A allows 8 linear steps between the high and low end. 

pathBlazer uses a soft switching technique, which throttles the current flow through the bulb filament so that there's no "thermal shock" - as opposed to a sudden inrush of current, which can damage the bulb filament or shorten it's life considerably. This is far superior than maintaining a small voltage! 

The daylight sensor has a low frequency filter to avoid false triggering. Please note that fluorescent lamps may not trigger the sensor - it needs constant incandescent light. 

Select hi-beam to modulate - as long as there's sufficient daylight. If you enter a tunnel or if it gets dark, it will stop the modulation of the hi-beam and stay ON steady. Select lo-beam to end modulation. 
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Installation does not require any special tools. Everything needed to complete the job is in the product package.

Follow the steps described here and refer to the Installation Manual enclosed in the product package.

Click here for Installation Manual
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More Information	UPC	013964190175
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Write Your Own Review




Only registered users can write reviews. Please Sign in or create an account 
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P115W-H3
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$109.95 
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SM-4
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$119.95 
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Stebel Chrome Dual Compact Air Horn
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$39.95 
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100HD
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$59.95 
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Our high quality products are all designed, developed and assembled in the USA.



Address:

3410 Fillmore Ridge Heights

Colorado Springs, CO 80907




Contact us




Phone:

1-888-464-5472
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